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The SchrMinger equation for a hydrogenic atom in a uniform electric field is separated in
parabolic coordinates, and WKB quantization rules are obtained for two of the separated equa-
tions. In the weak-field limit, the quantization rules are expanded in powers of the field and

evaluated analytically. From the results, a power series for the energy eigenvalues is ob-
tained which agrees with all known results of perturbation theory to fourth order. For strong
fields, the quantization rules are evaluated numerically for states for which the perturbation
series is expected to be least accurate. It is found that the perturbation results to fourth
order agree with the numerical results for the energy eigenvalues to one part in a thousand
for the highest fields possible, and that the addition of the fourth order in perturbation theory
improves the accuracy of the perturbation series, contrary to the conclusions of an earlier
work. Finally, the accuracy for the measurement of fields from observed Stark shifts by
using the perturbation theory is estimated.

I. INTRODUCTION sional Schrodinger equation,

The Stark effect in hydrogen has often been
studied by perturbation theory. The first-order
effect was derived by Schrodinger, ' the second-
order by Epstein, ' the third-order by Doi, ' and
the fourth-order by Basu. 4 In practice, partic-
ularly in the measurement of electric fields from
the observed Stark shifts, the energy eigenvalues
must be known for high fields for which the appli-
cation of perturbation theory is not a priori justi-
fied. Instead we apply the WEB method, which
does not assume weak fields as perturbation theory
does, to the Stark effect in hydrogenic atoms.

The most systematic derivation of the %KB
quantization rule has been given by Dunham. ' In
his treatment, the eigenfunction of the one-dimen-

is written
x

g(x) = exp — y(x') &x' . (2)
h

The equation determining y(x) is

& (—,)"y (*) .
R=O

(4)

+ y~ = 2m(E-V),i dx

which is solved by the WKB (asymptotic) expansion
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The substitution of Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) allows the
determination of the y„. Dunham showed that P
expressed in terms of the Y& will be bounded and
single valued only if the y in Eq. (4) satisfies the
condition

$y(x) dx = N2xk, N —0, 1, 2, . .. , (5)

where the contour is to enclose the classically
allowed region of the potential in the complex
plane of x. By substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (5),
Dunham reduced the quantization rule to the com-
pact form:

In deriving Eq. (6), Dunham implicitly assumed
that V(x) ha, s no singularities along the real x axis,
and that P-0 as x-+ ~. When these conditions are
not satisfied in a given problem, it becomes
necessary to change variables in such a way that
the new problem does satisfy Dunham's conditions.
Such a procedure was originally suggested by
I anger' for the case where Eq. (1) is the radial
equation for the central potential problem. By em-
ploying the Langer transformation, it is possible
to show that not only does the first-order %KB
quantization integral lead to the exact eigenvalue
spectrum for the Coulomb potential and the three-
dimensional harmonic oscillator, but also that the
second- and third-order integrals are identically
zero for these cases. '

The earliest application of the WKB method to
the Stark-effect problem in hydrogen was made by
Wentzel. ' He applied the quantization rule given
by Eq. (5) to equations of the form

d 2

$(E —V)"'dx — f (E-V—) (E—V) "'dx
64m dx

—„",;.. g '4sc,'„(-.)) 'h-v)- ~

—(E- V) (E-V) (E-V)-'~' dxdx dx

(N+ g) 2 1TB'
(2m) "'

Dunham's conditions, such as the radial equations
for the Coulomb potential and harmonic-oscillator
problems, has led to incorrect results. ' Thus, it
is necessary to treat the Stark effect by WKB
methods with proper regard to the conditions of
applicability of the quantization rule.

In a more recent application of WKB methods to
the Stark effect in hydrogen, Rice and Good" have
used connection eigenfunctions to derive a quantiza-
tion rule for the problem separated in parabolic
coordinates. In the weak-field limit, this rule
leads to the perturbation series for the energy
eigenvalues correct to first order only. Since it
is not clear why the quantization rule should be
more accurate for high fields than for low fields,
it appears that it will be substantially inaccurate
for all fields.

In the present work, the Schrodinger equation for
the problem is separated in parabolic coordinates,
and WKB quantization rules are derived for two of
the separated equations. In the weak-field limit
the quantization rules are expanded in powers of
the field and evaluated analytically. From the re-
sults, a power series in the electric field for the
energy eigenvalues is obtained which agrees with
all known results of perturbation theory to fourth
order. In the strong-field limit, the quantization
rules are evaluated numerically for selected
states. Comparison of the numerical eigenvalues
so obtained with those predicted by the perturba-
tion series suggests that the latter are accurate
to one part in a thousand for the highest fields
possible when the fourth-order term is included,
contrary to the conclusions reached by Basu. '~"

II. QUANTIZATION RULE

h' Ze——V'2P + — — —eFz P = Eg.
2p. r (6)

The complete Schrodinger equation for a hydro-
genic atom with a nucleus of charge Ze and mass
M, and an electron of charge —e and mass m,
bound by a Coulomb potential and placed in a uni-
form electric field g in the —z direction, with
relativistic and spin-orbit effects neglected, leads
to the following equation in the relative coordinates:

2p, dx x dx

e'+P m' h'+eFx+E + — - g = 0,

(symbols will be explained below) in which
g satisfies the boundary conditions g 0
at x =0 and x =~, which are not those of a
problem to which Dunham's rule is applicable.
Moreover, Eq. (7) is singular at x = 0. Thus,
Eq. (5) is not directly applicable in this case. In
the past, indiscriminate application of the quanti-
zation rule to problems which do not satisfy

E =r+z, g=r-z, p=p

where $ &0 and q &0,

the equation reduces to

Here, r is the relative distance between nucleus
and electron, z is the projection of r in the direc-
tion of the field, p is the reduced mass, F = h' {1
+ [m/(M+ m) j(Z- I)j, and E is the energy of rela-
tive motion.

In parabolic coordinates
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FIG. 1. Behavior of -R (h) on the real axis.

(l((g, q, y) = — e, m=0, +1, . ..f (]) g (q) imp
E q

(11)

The resulting equations are

5 ['SeF e + 4(ge + p) e
2, 3&x 1 2 6x

+ ,Ee —--,m (h /2p)]
26x , 2 2

~
—

8 &F& + —
2

—f= 'Ef-&f ( Ze' —P m' —1 5'
4( 4$ 2p,

(13a)

and changing the integration variable from x back
to $ according to Eq. (13), we obtain

dg 1 Ze-p—SeFq +-
2p, dq' 4q

Pl 1 Iz J,

4q' 2p,
g—4Eg

fRd) —
54 f —($'R ) R 5

64p, .d$ (4 8192pP

(12b)

( = e, 5&o; f(]) = e 'X(x), —~&x&~ (13)
2ex ~x

we obtain as the equation for X

2p. dx

25x . 2 fz2
+ 4Ee —4m —X=O.

2p. (14)

The equivalent potentia. l of Eq. (14) has no singu-
larities in the finite plane, and as x —~ it can
easily be shown that X vanishes exponentially. As
x ——~, an asymptotic solution is X = e~ l m l x/3~
which vanishes as x-- ~ for m4 0. For rn= 0, we

may consider the limit 5 -~, m -0, and 6 I m l -c & 0.
Then X will vanish as x-- ~. The above procedure
is proper since, as will be seen presently, 5 can
be chosen quite arbitrarily. In this manner, we
have satisfied the conditions for the applicability
of the quantization rule to Eq. (14).

Replacing E —V in Eq. (6) by

where P is a separation constant.
The quantization rule is not directly applicable

to these equations, because the equivalent poten-
tials are singular at ( = 0 and g = 0, and the re-
quirement that g be bounded imposes the boundary
conditions f-0 as $-0 and g-0 as q -0. Thus, the
conditions for the applicability of Dunham's quantiza-
tion rule are not satisfied. This difficulty is simi-
lar to that occurring in the radial problem for a
central potential. To resolve the situation we
adapt the procedure introduced by Langer for the
radial problem. Letting

4
x P 4(( (('((') R " —16( —(('R ()'

d$ d$

3

&: $ — (g'R ) R ' + O(h')=(n + —~

d$

n, =0, 1, 2, ... , (15)

where R'= 8 eF~+ 4E +
Ze'+ P m

4E 4(2 2p.

R2(

FIG. 2. Behavior of -R (g) on the real axis.

A similar rule holds for the q variable except that
F is replaced by -F, P by —P, and n, by n, .

According to Dunham's method, the contour is
to enclose a branch cut in the complex plane, made
along the classically allowed region of the potential.
Figure 1 shows the behavior of —R' for real $, and
Fig. 2 shows the behavior of -R' for real g. For
the g variable the contour is to enclose region
B'C', as shown in Fig. 4. For the $ variable
there are two classically allowed regions as shown
in Fig. 1; however, that for $&C corresponds to
the possibility of ionization which is related to the
fact that the Stark-effect problem has no discrete
spectrum. Ignoring this difficulty, as is custom-
arily done, we draw the contour as in Fig. 3, thus
neglecting the possibility of tunneling.
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FIG. 3. Contour of integration for the quantization

rule for the k variable. The phase angles ~ti~, (F2, and

ft}3 serve to define R($) and range from 0 to 27r.

FIG. 4. Contour of integration for the quantization

rule for the g variable. The phase angles Q~, Q~ and

Q3 serve to define R(g) and range from —m to 7r.

III. O'EAK-FIELD LIMIT

The quantization rule (15) cannot be integrated by the method of residues, because (as Figs. 3 and 4 show}
a branch point is always outside the contour so that it cannot be deformed to a circle at infinity. However,
we can evaluate the rule in the weak-field limit by expanding it in powers of F about F = 0. The resulting
integrals are easily evaluated by the method of residues because when F is set equal to zero, the trouble-
some branch point disappears. An example of the method of integration is given in the Appendix. It can
be shown "by considering the general form of the yn in Eq. (4) and by introducing dimensional arguments
that the WKB integrals of O(he) or higher in Eq. (15}do not contribute through O(F ). As a result, we may
expect to obtain the correct contributions through O(F ) by using only the integrals given in Eq. (15). The
above, however, is not a rigorous argument in view of the asymptotic nature of the WKB expansion. "

The evaluated quantization rule to O(F') becomes

A(ge'+ p) + (eF/E') [B(Ze'+ p)2 + CE] + (eF/E'}2[D(Ze'+ p)' + &(Ze'+ p)E]

+ (eF/E')' [H(Ze'+ P ) +I (Ze'+ P ) 'E + JE'] + (eF/E ')'[K(Ze'+ P )'

+ I,(Ze'+ P)'E +M(Ze'+P)E'] = (n)+ —,~m ~+ —,')[2ve/(2i )"2](-2E)" (16)

where

A = m//2, 8 =~w W2, C =+(m' —1}v&2 (h'/i), ), D =,",, v&2, G = ~(m'--I ) &vY(I-'/q),

II = 1155v V2/2)4 I = 315 (m' —7/3) v v2/2"(h'/p, ) J = [ 35(m' —6)m'+175]w v2/2"(8'/p, ')

K= 45045m&2/2)9, I. = 15015 (m' —3) v))2/2)7(5'/i)) M= [3465(m' —~) m'+ 31185] ))))2/2" (I)'/p2)

with the equivalent result for the q variable in terms of the integer n, .
Assuming solutions of the form

4
Eu)F) p Qp ( ))F

2=0 2=0

Substituting these in Eq. (16) and separating different orders in F, we are able to determine the E «) and

p «& recursively from the simultaneous quantization rules. We thus obtain in terms of n =n, +n, + tmt+1,
e, = e'i)/if' (the atomic unit of energy), and 8 = F(e'p2/8 )

' (the field in a. u. )

E = Z' e, {-1/2 n'- —', n(n) —n2)('8/Z')-(~ n4)[ 17n' 3(n) —n, )-'- 9)))' + 19)(b /Z')' —~» n'(n, —n, )
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x [23n~-(n, -n )~ + 11 m~ + 39] (8/g~)' —(,~~4 n'o}[5487n4 + 35182n —1134m'(n, -n~)~

+ 1806n~(n, -n, )'- 3402 n'm~ -3093 (n, -n~)'-549 m4 + 5754(n, -n~)~

—8622m~+16211] (g/Z~)4 + O(P)}. (17)

To O(P), Eq. (17) agrees with the perturbation series terms '~. The fourth-order term for the ground
state, —g'e, '~5' ( 8/Z')', agrees with that given by Sewell'~ and Mendelsohn. " The fourth-order term for
the states, n = 5, Im I = 4, n, = n, = 0, -8'e, 1404, 764, 160 (S/8'}', agrees with unpublished results of
Mendelsohn's method. '6 The above comparisons check the correctness of six of the ten terms in the bracket
multiplying the fourth-order term in Eq. (17). The authors have not been able to see Basu's paper' be-
cause of its inaccessibility, and thus have not been able to check the correctness of the entire O(F') term.
But it appears that the quantization rule leads to the correct results in the weak-field limit.

IV. STRONG- FIELD LIMIT

We now proceed to find the range of "weak" fields for which Eq. (17) is an accurate representation of the
energy eigenvalues. It is useful to rewrite the latter in the form

E = — 0~{1+ 3 [ (n —n )/n]R + (1/8n')[17n~-3(n —n )~-9m~+ 19JR ~+ [(n —n )/n~][23n~ —(n —n )~2na 1 2 n 1 2 n 16 1 2 1

+ 11m~+ 39]R ' + (1/512n~[ 5487n~+35 182 -1134m'(n —n )'+1806n'(n —n ) —3402n m —3093(n n)-
n 1 2 1 2 1 2

—549m~ + 5754(n n} —8622m +-16211]R1 2 n
(18)

where R„= (g/g')n'. R„ is the ratio of F to the
electric field due to the nucleus at a distance of the
nth Bohr radius of the given atom. It can be seen
that the coefficients of powers of Rn are bounded
for all n. Thus, the relative magnitude of succes-
sive terms in the series for high fields depends
almost solely on the possible values of Rn. Table
I gives the largest possible values of R„, Rnma„,
for several states with extreme values of n, and
n, calculated from the observed ionization fields
of those states. " For states with intermediate
values of the quantum numbers, R„max will have
values intermediate to those shown above.

The rate of decrease of successive terms of Eq.
(18) at high fields will be poorest when n, is near
its maximum value. Thus, it is important to de-

termine unambiguously the accuracy of the pertur-
bation series given by Eq. (18) for these states at
high fields. To do this, we integrated the quantiza-
tion rule represented by Eq. (15) numerically.

The use of one, two, or all three of the integrals
in (15) gives numerical eigenvalues correct to
O(R), O(8'), and O(R4), respectively. The first
integral was evaluated numerically along the $ axis
of Fig. 3 from A to B, since its integrand has no
singularities. This procedure is not applicable to
the other integrals since their integrands have
nonintegrable singularities at A and B. Thus, the
integration was carried out about a circular contour
enclosing A and B. The phases were defined as
in Fig. 3 in order to ensure the single-valued
nature of all integrands. All integrals were evalu-

TABLE I. Values of R„max for hydrogen.

R
n max n2 Rn max

0.122
0.088
0.144
0.093

0.154
0.093
0.144
0.096
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ated by using an IBM 360-50 computer and it was
ensured that numerical errors appeared only in the
sixth significant figure of the final results. An
analogous procedure with reference to Fig. 4 was
used for the q variable.

In carrying out the integration, trial values were
chosen for E and P. If we denote by I(F, E, P) the
value of the integral on the left-hand side of Eq.
(15) to a given order in 8, then the corrections
for the trial values 4E and 4P are determined
by the simultaneous equations

BI (F, E, P) BI (F, E, P(n.P

= (n, + ~}2wa'/(2p)"'

)
BI(-F,E, —P) BI( F, E,-—P) &P

BE BP

0

c5

0

CI2
Cb QO Cb
CO Cb Ct2

O C O N
CM ~ CO Cb

I I I I

LQ Cb Cg
C
CO ~ QO

O R O
CO C5

I I I I

CO ~ QO
Cg & QO QO

g
~ ~ ~ ~

Ol W CO

I I I I

= (n, + —') 2vh/(2p)' '.

The partial derivatives above are determined by
the method of finite differences. By replacing E
by E + d E, and P by P + b, P, and iterating the
above procedure, we obtain the numerical approxi-
mation for E to a given order in h.

Table II shows the values of the Stark shift ob-
tained in this manner for the ground state of hydro-
gen at high fields. These results are compared
with those predicted by the perturbation series of
Mendelsohn" up to the tenth order ip the field,
and with the results obtained by Alexander" who
has recently given a detailed numerical analysis
of the Stark effect in the ground state of hydrogen.
For fields for which 8 &0. 03, Alexander finds
reasonable agreement between his results and those
of fourth-order perturbation theory. For fields
for which 0.03 «g «0. 06 he uses a modified WKB
approach to find the eigenvalues. We find that our

WKB eigenvalues fall almost exactly between his
results and those of fourth-order perturbation
theory in this range. Alexander also calculates
the Stark shift for 0.07 «g «0. 12 but we can make
no comparison with these results, since, for
8 & 0.065, the potential barrier in the direction
opposite the field, which is responsible for binding,
is already lower than the binding energy. " In
these situations one cannot speak of bound states
in any sense (even if tunneling is neglected}, al-
though metastable states arising from resonant
scattering can exist. "

The comparison of Table II is, however, of
academic importance only. The ionization fields
of the n = 2 states in hydrogen are estimated by
Mendelsohn's method to be of the order of 0. 004
a. u. , other states having even lower ionization
fields. Thus, no spectral lines are possible for
fields larger than approximately 0. 004 a. u. But
even at this field the Stark shift for the ground
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state given by Alexander agrees with that of fourth-
order perturbation theory to better than one part
in 10'. There is at present no spectroscopic
technique able to measure a shift so accurately.
Furthermore, it is easy to show that the ioniza-
tion field is given by" 8 = (1/4Z) E', where E is
the energy in a. u. Since the ground-state energy
is such a slowly varying function of the field, we
find that 8 = 0. 065 a. u. (3.3 x 10' V/cm) whether
we use E calculated using second-order or higher-
order perturbation theory. The latter result is
identical to that obtained using a two-parameter
variational calculation" and is in good agreement
with the experimental value" of about 3 x 10' V/cm
determined from a field-emission experiment.
Thus, fourth-order perturbation theory is per-
fectly adequate for the ground state.

Table III gives a comparison of the WKB eigen-
values obtained by numerically integrating the
quantization rule, and the eigenvalues predicted
by the perturba, tion series [Eq. (18)] for several
excited states, for values of R„near R„max
(fields near the ionization field). The eigenvalues
in all cases have been divided by the respective
energies at zero field in order to make compari-
sons between different states meaningful. Only
states with n, attaining its maximum value are
shown. It is for these kinds of states that the per-
turbation series will "converge" most slowly at
fields near the ionization field.

It may be seen that for the states shown, the
WEB series of eigenvalues converges much more
rapidly than does the perturbation series. Pre-
vious work" on the numerical evaluation of the
WKB quantization rule [Eq. (6)] has found that
for excited states, the difference between the
O(ii') WKB eigenvalue and the eigenvalue obtained
by a numerical integration of Schrodinger's equa-
tion is generally smaller than the difference be-
tween the O(h') and O(fi') WKB eigenvalues. Thus,
we will take the O(A') results in Table III as the"exact" eigenvalues, and the difference between
0(@') and O(h') a.s their uncertainty. We see that
this uncertainty is only 0. 01/p of the energy. The
perturbation eigenvalue to O(F') is seen to be cor-
rect to 0. 5/q while the addition of the O(F ) term
improves the accuracy to 0. 1% or better for the
states shown. For other states (with n, not its
maximum value), or for lower fields, we know
that the perturbation series converges more
rapidly than for the case already considered be-
cause of lower values of R~. Thus, we expect the
series to be even more accurate than the above
estimates suggest. We may conclude that for all
excited states and all possible fields below ioniza-
tion the addition of the O(F ) term will improve
the accuracy of the perturbation series.

This conclusion does not agree with that reached
by Basu' ~

"who appears to have derived the fourth-
order term by perturbation theory. He concluded
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that at higher fields the best accuracy could be ob-
tained by neglecting the O(F') term. He arrived
at this result by comparing the predictions of the
series with the results of an experiment. " In
this experiment the electric fields were measured
from the Stark shift of some spectral lines and
then used to predict shifts of other lines. How-
ever, the fields calculated by Gebauer et al. ap-
pear to be in error, possibly as a result of inac-
curate values of e, h, and p, used in the calcula-
tions. Since the fourth-order Stark effect is
minute even at high fields, these errors could
well account for Basu's conclusions.

Considering now the measurement of fields from
the observed Stark shifts, we see in Table III that
the Stark shifts are as large as one-half of the
total energy for the states shown at very high
fields. The shift of a spectral line is due mostly
to the shift in energy of the upper of the two states
in question. Thus, an optimum measurement is
accomplished when the upper state is near ioniza-
tion, and thus has the largest shift possible. In

that case the conditions studied here will be satis-
fied. For states with n, maximum we expect ac-
curacies of 0. 2% for the Stark shift of the line
when calculated from the perturbation series to
O(p'4). For such states most of the shift (90%%up) is
of first order, so that the electric fields can be
calculated to 0. K& accuracy from the measured
shifts. For other kinds of states the accuracy
might be larger because the perturbation series
is expected to be more accurate, though this gain
might be partially canceled by the fact that for
other states the Stark shift is a smaller fraction
of the total energy.
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APPENDIX

We give an example of the evaluation of the quantization rule. The first integral in Eq. (15) is to O(F)

Ze'+ P m' h' "' g e2+P m2 @2 1/2

~(~ '
4& 4ez ~'"' ~~~~' '

4& 4*24E 2p, 4$ 4E 2p.

The integrand has only two branch points. Thus, we may use the method of residues to evaluate it. The
residue of the integrand of the first integral above at ( = 0 is (see Fig. 2 for sign) —f z I m I 0/(2p)'~,
while the integrand of the second has no residue there. Changing variables to z = 1/g we have

$ [~E + 4(Ze'+P)z ——,m'(5' /p2, ) 'z]"' —,—~~8 eF$ [-, E + ,(Ze'+ P)—z--,m'(h'/2p)z']-'~' .
—z' z'

The residues at z = 0($ = ~) are

1 Ze+P
( E)ii 2

The second integral in Eq. (15) is to O(F)

g( [2 E g + 4 (Ze'+ p)J'/[ ,'E+ (Ze'—+p)/4& —(m'/4g')h'/2 J'~'j

S2
4 eF f ( [ zE(+ + (Ze + p)]/[& E+ (Ze'+ p)/4(- (m'/4]') @'/2p J'~')

+ (@'/54 p) p eF g1-,'E(+ 4 (Ze'+ p)]'/[ ,E+(Ze'+ p)/4g —(m-'/4)2) @'/2 &J»z]
p3

None of the above integrands has a nonzero residue at ( = 0. By changing variables to z = 1/f it can be
shown, as we did above, that the residues at z = 0 are, respectively,
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0, + ~M eF (ff2/&&)i (-E) /', and ~32eF (Ifz/&&)i( -E)

The third integral in Eq. (15) can be shown not to contribute in O(F) so that the quantization rule to O(F)
is obtained by multiplying —2 zi by the sum of residues that we have obtained. %e obtain

( E)1/2 (2~)1/2 15
~ ( E)3/2 32 ( E}5/2

as the left-hand side of Eq. (15) to O(F). Multiplying the quantization rule by (- 2E)'/2, and transferring
the term proportional to tm I to the right-hand side of the equation, we reduce the quantization rule to

E2 32 x8~(Zez+ p) +, [3222()/2 (Zez+p)' + (m —1) ~15 &&&2(f& /&&)E] = (n, + 2 + 2 ~m ~)2&&
(2 }

/2(-2E)'/', (Al)
2p.

which contains the first terms of Eq. (16}. The quantization rule for the &} equation is

52
(Z e —p ) ——

2 [ $2 &T &2 (Ze'- p ) + (m'- 1) ~&5» v 2 —E ] = (nz + 2 + 2
~

m
~
) 2 &/

(2 ),/2 (- 2E}'/'

(A2)

Letting E = E&'& + E&'&F, and P = P &" + P "' F, adding (Al) and (A2) and keeping terms through O(F) we
obtain

2g 2 2eF
~1 ze +(,), [ „ /5 4/ ze ) = 1

1
(-1z ) —

( 1zt., )„.}(o) 2 ~ (0),g2 E ' F

with n = n, + n, + I m t + 1.
From the zeroth -order terms it follows that

E(0) ~ &P + ~0
2k2n2 2n2

Subtracting (A2) from (Al) and keeping only zeroth-order terms we obtain

(A4)

(2 &&/)/2 ) p &' & = (n, —n2) 2 && [ h /(2i& )"') (- 2 E &' & )"'

from which

P &5 & = Ze'(n, —n, )/n. (A5}

From the first-order term in (A3) and the use of (A4) and (A5), we obtain

E&"F = —~2 (ff /Ze«) n(n, -n2) = —Z ez 2 n(n, —n, ) 8/Z (A6)

Equations (A4) and (A6) are the first terms of Eq. (17). The rest may be obtained in an analogous way.
It is important to point out that the direct application of the quantization rule [Eq. (6)] to the singular

equations (12a) and(12b) will not lead to the above results. For example, the factor of m' —1 in these equa-
tions will lead, in analogy with the development of this Appendix, to the expression n =n, + n, + (m'- 1)'/2+1,
rather than n = n, + n, + I ml + 1 in the zero-field energy (A4).

Note that for m = 0 the eigenvalues would be complex. The fact that more accurate results are obtained
by replacing M2- 1 by mz, when the WKB quantization condition is applied to Eqs. (12a) and (12b}, has been
previously noted. "
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